Perfect Gluing

The new gluer adopted on the S line makes identically glued sheets with precise output position. Gluing is not an issue anymore.

Evolutied Pointing System

Increased precision in box centering and positioning constancy. Newly conceived electronics and an even more refined mechanics.

Success is a Quadstayer

The new quadstayer installed in the S line is minimal, functional, more precise and quicker then ever; the heart of the S line is here to surprise.

Wrapped in Blankets

With the S line wrapper you can cover any type of box according to the various market requests. Simple, fast and easy to use, this machine is smart and precise.
the S line models can provide a large number of assets for your business

from the BIGGEST box to the smallest one in a blink of an eye!

Production schedules and efficiency are maximized to meet each client’s need depending (and not limited to): type and specifications of materials used, personnel training and size of the product being processed. Technical information herein may be changed or updated without any notice. Verify that they coincide with those on sate.eu

The S line and each related machine are patented and protected by the applicable relevant international laws. Every unauthorized use of the informations inside this booklet will be persecuted.
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